
 
Product Descriptions and Website Content Examples by Victoria Wright 

Below you will find a few examples of product descriptions for catalog and online description use.  The length of the 

descriptions and content are all based completely on each client’s specifications.   This is just a sampling of a few of the 

products that have been written about.   

Samples of Product Descriptions 

1. Featuring stylishly good looks, this Timex Women's Expedition Classic Analog Watch (Model # T41181) is ultra 

tough and built to last.  The brushed silver-tone case is topped with a like-styled bezel that surrounds a simple 

but attractive just off-white dial.  On the dial are large, easy to read black numerals marking the hours and a very 

handy minute track on the outside edge.  Along with the black, individual minute markers are smaller gray 

numbers marking the hours for 24-hour format time keeping.  The white, luminous-filled hands offer a simple 

black outline and run alongside a bright red, slim second hand, all powered by the precision movement of 

genuine quartz.  Utilization of Indiglo technology illuminates the entire dial with its patented blue 

electroluminescent lighting technology.  What makes this unique is the ability to uses less battery power than 

most other display illumination systems.  This fine piece of craftsmanship also provides water resistance in up to 

165 feet (50 meters) and offers a durable, scratch and scuff-resistant mineral crystal dial window.  The stunning 

and comfortable timepiece is truly lovely with its dark brown woven texture and genuine leather band.  As 

comfortable as it is stylish, this sturdy band offers a traditional buckle closure.  This dynamic timepiece by Timex 

offers the quality and look you want at a budget-friendly price. 

 

2. This runner’s delight, the Casio Men's Pedometer Resin Strap Watch (Model # SGW200-1VCF) will become your 

best friend.  Keep track of your distance, energy expenditure, average pace, and even number of individual steps 

with the built-in runner’s pedometer.  A rugged case offers strength and protection and the bezel offers clearly 

defined black lettering on its metallic silver background.  The easy to read digital display features the day of the 

week at the top of the dial, the current time with seconds in the center, and the month and date in the lower 

portion.  Other advanced features are the inclusion of a stopwatch, countdown timer and five daily alarms.  One 

of the handiest attributes is the EL backlight with Afterglow technology.  With precision power provided by 

genuine Japanese quartz, a sturdy scratch and scuff-resistant mineral crystal display window, and the added 

benefit of water resistance in up to 330 feet (100 meters), this dynamic wristwatch is ready for any land or sea 

adventure.  The breathable, black resin band offers superior comfort and a strong, black buckle closure.  With 

sleek looks and outstanding features this watch is a must have for any runner you know. 

 

3. This Canon EF 50mm f/1.8 II Camera Lens is considered a true standard lens for use with your Canon SLR 

cameras.  This choice is very popular with both beginners and avid photographers alike.  This high quality piece 

features an ultra tough plastic housing and is an extremely light weight lens that you’ll quickly find to be a real 

favorite, even after years of use.  This is a 50mm standard lens with f/1.8 maximum aperture.  The traditional 

Gauss-type optical design provides the sharpness you are looking for in all your photographic endeavors.  This 

dynamic lens is perfect for taking those natural looking shots and offers a superb color balance, ensuring you get 

a gorgeous photo every time.  Even better, the focus allows for you to take a shot as close as 18 inches from the 

subject, talk about an extreme close up!  This economical choice offers a lens with a 2.7 inch diameter and 

extends a 1-year warranty.  With this budget friendly choice you can get the shot you want without breaking the 

bank.   

 



 
4. This is the Panasonic 14-140mm f/4.0-5.8 OIS Micro Four Thirds Lens for Panasonic Digital SLR Cameras.  This 

high functioning Lumix G Vario HD 14-140mm/F4.0-5.8 ASPH./MEGA O.I.S. is part of the Lumix G Micro System.  

This dynamic lens offers a smooth and silent autofocus that operates via an inner focus direct-drive linear 

motor.  This versatile lens offers a wide angle and an impressive focal range of 14 – 140mm, making it ideal for 

anything from portraits and landscapes to exciting telephoto shots.  Superior lens construction includes four 

aspherical lenses and two ED lenses that aid in achieve remarkable correction of chromatic aberration and other 

distortions.  A circular 7-blade aperture that provides a beautiful bokeh or smoothly blurred background 

element that highlights your subject.  Specialized multi-coated lens elements minimize ghosting and flare, 

adding to the high quality images you will capture with this outstanding lens.  Panasonic's Mega O.I.S. (Optical 

Image Stabilizer) effectively reduces blurring caused by hand-shake, making this lens easy to shoot crisp, clean 

images even at telephoto range or in low lighting or available light situations and with hand held use!  Offering a 

close focusing distance of only 1.64 feet at all focal lengths, this 14-140mm f/4.0-5.8 OIS Micro Four Thirds Lens 

is a must have for any M4/3 camera user. 

 

5. This Canon BG-E6 Battery Grip is made especially for Canon EOS 5D Mark II Digital SLR cameras and comes 

complete in its original retail packaging.  This dynamic battery grip will provide extended shooting time by 

doubling your battery life with the capability of holding one or two LP-E6 battery packs, plus the benefit of a tray 

designed to hold 6 AA batteries which can do wonders as an emergency back-up.  Built with simplifying vertical 

shooting in mind, this remarkable Canon BG-E6 battery grip offers a vertical shutter and related buttons for AF-

ON, EL/FEL, and focus point select.  The buttons are conveniently in the standard positions when shooting 

vertically, eliminating the awkward reaching across in front of your face without this helpful grip.  When not in 

use, these buttons can manually be shut off with the power switch, ensuring they do not get accidentally 

pressed.  Extremely durable construction means this tough battery grip offers weather-sealed buttons, a rubber 

base that aids in minimizing slippage, and a tripod socket making it ready, whatever your need.  This reasonably 

priced battery grip will surpass your expectations and quickly become one of your favorite Canon Mark II Digital 

SLR accessories. 

 

6. This exciting clock is the LEGO Kids' Star Wars Darth Vader Mini-Figure Alarm Clock (Model #9002113).  Perfect 

for any LEGO or Star Wars enthusiast, this marvelous mini character clock comes equipped with an alarm with 

the highly useful snooze function.  Buttons for setting the clock and alarm configurations are found on the back 

of the figure which allows for super easy access.  The LED digital display provides large easy to read numbers 

while displaying the alarm set time in the lower right of the screen.  A great gift for any Star Wars fan, this little 

guy can really be a lot of fun and is Nickel and PVC free!  Darth Vader can not only stand and sit, but he can even 

be moved into a variety of poses with the movable arms and legs.  Standing up, the LEGO Star Wars Darth Vader 

alarm clock stands 7.72" tall.  This item comes recommended for ages 6 and up, but you are advised that it has 

small movable parts and should not be handled by a child 3 or under. 

 

7. Here you have the ever popular Casio Travel Alarm Clock with Thermometer (Model # PQ15-1K).  This compact 

travel clock is perfect for anyone that finds themselves always on the go.  Powered by the superiority of digital-

quartz, this sleek little number will always keep you on track, whether at home, at the office, or in your travels.  

The clock face is easy to ready with large-display digital numbers and the screen glows an eye-pleasing blue 

backlight, providing easy viewing without being too bright.  Adding to its ease of use are easily visible set-up 

buttons for setting the date, time, and alarm.  Some of the other high-tech features of this stylish travel alarm 

clock are the calendar functions, which display the day of the week, month and date at the top of the digital 

display.  Found on the lower portion of the screen are alarm and snooze function settings and on the right side a 



 
temperature display for the room in which the clock is placed.  In addition, this clock provides 12 and 24 hour 

formats making it ready to go, whatever your personal needs.  Compact, technologically advanced and budget 

friendly- everything you need in a durable, dependable travel alarm clock. 

 

8. Are you looking to “Go green?”  Check out this Citizen Men's Amazon Exclusive Black Canvas Strap Eco Drive 

Watch (Model # BM8475-00F)!  Eco-Drive watches are light powered, ensuring that it runs continuously in any 

kind of light for a lifetime of use. Being driven by natural or artificial light, this casual and sporty timepiece will 

never need a battery.  Featuring a bold black stainless steel case and fixed black bezel with black textured 

crown, surrounding the black dial features flat black minute markers and numbers at the 3, 6, 9 and 12 o’clock 

hours, along with a white detail day of week and date display window conveniently located at the 3 o’clock 

marker.  This eco-friendly wristwatch also provides 12 or 24 hour time formats and water resistance to depths of 

330 feet (100 Meters). The heavy-duty, nicely textured, black canvas strap ensures you comfort for extended 

hours of wearing.  The watch offers reinforced adjustment rings and fastens securely using a traditional buckle 

style closure.  Whether looking to go eco-friendly or just looking for a relaxed and comfortable timepiece, this 

Citizen Eco-drive canvas strap watch is for you. 

 

9. Celestial Dreams is a European Style Charm Bracelet offering a dainty and elegant touch of the heavens to any 

jewelry collection. This handcrafted bracelet is the perfect addition to every wardrobe. Celestial Dreams 

features a blend of beautiful beads in cool, eye-catching colors and is delicately adorned with Tibetan silver star 

and decorated moon charms. A brilliant gift for any woman in your life or a wonderful piece for you to pick up 

for your own collection, Celestial Dreams brings the heavens down to you. 

 

10. This elegant European Style Charm Bracelet is a gorgeous addition to any lady's collection. As comfortable as it is 

beautiful, this handcrafted piece perfectly complements any fall wardrobe. Featuring a blend of beads in rich, 

warm autumn colors, it is highlighted with dangling bronze tone owls. This lovely Autumnal Owls piece makes a 

brilliant addition to your own jewelry collection or makes an equally great gift. 

 


